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Today’s Plan

• Housekeeping
• Reading quiz
• From Monday:

• Gresham’s Law and Iran
• For today:

• Interest rates (continued)
• Balance of Payments

• How to calculate a current account balance
• What to do about a current account deficit
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Housekeeping

• I will post an updated syllabus soon 
• Will e-mail via blackboard
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Reading Quiz (1)

• How would you describe the interest rates the U.S. government is 
currently paying on its debt:

• a. Historically low
• b. Historically high
• c. Historically average
• d.Extremely volatile -- i.e. historically high some months, 

historically low others
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Reading Quiz (2)

• If a country is running a current account surplus, then...
• a. The deposits in the current account exceed what is necessary to 

cover foreign exchange liabilities.
• b. It is exporting more than it is importing
• c. It is importing more than it is exporting
• d. It has more savings in the current account than the past 

account. 
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Good Money and Bad

• A story about bimetalism
• Dollars were initially exchangeable for either silver or gold

• ratio of 15:1
• When gold became less valuable in 1849 (gold rush), all the silver 

coins were melted down and shipped overseas.
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Iran Step by Step

• Step 1: Sanctions make people worry about the Rial
• Step 2: People exchange their Rials for dollars 
• Step 3: Value of Rial falls, value of dollar rises
• Step 4: The Government exchanges a bunch of dollars for Rials, 

restoring the value of Rials
• Step 5: The government is worried it will run out of dollars
• Step 6: The government passes a law -- no more selling Rials or 

goods for dollars at below the official exchange rate
• Step 7: Gresham’s law: Dollars vanish (under mattresses) 
• Step 8: If I have Rials, I can’t change them into dollars to import 

goods. So a shortage of imported goods (made worse by sanctions).
• Step 9: Eventually devaluation of the Rial
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What happens with devaluation?

• Devaluation by another name is inflation 
• Prices go up suddenly 

• Food riots
• Major economic problems
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What should you do?

• You are a well informed economist, and you know the Thai 
government has only a small foreign currency reserve, but the 
economy is otherwise very healthy. However, your buddy tells you 
that an opposition politician is about to go on a talk show and 
announce that he believes that the government is totally out of 
reserves and that the currency is about to lose a lot of its value. 
You think a lot of people will believe him. What should you do?  

• A. Stay calm and do nothing
• B. Bet against the foolish crowd. Put all your assets in Thai Baht.
• C. Sell all your Baht. Currency is going down! 
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A “speculative attack”

• When investors (i.e. currency speculators) bet against your 
currency, this becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy

• When government’s blame speculators, its not entirely unjustified
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Why does(n’t) capital flow from rich countries to 
poor countries?

• Capital is most valuable where it is most scarce
• The “price” of capital is the real interest rate
• The real interest rate is the nominal rate minus inflation

• Poor countries are capital scarce, rich countries are capital abundant
• Interest rates are high where capital is scarce
• So the return on a loan (a bond) is higher in poor countries than rich ones

• Unfortunately, poor countries can be very risky places to invest
• High risk, potentially high return
• Political risk: Risk or war, expropriation, or capital controls
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Winners and Losers in Everything
A.Who wins from inflation and who loses? 

A.Inflation is bad for everyone always
B. Inflation is bad for borrowers (people in debt), and good for lenders  

(people who are owed money)
C.Inflation is bad for lenders and good for borrowers

• When is inflation bad for workers? 
• When wages are sticky
• Question: Why is inflation worse for strippers than for waiters?

• When is inflation good for consumers?
• When prices are sticky.
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Types of International Capital Flows

• Foreign direct investment
• You (partially) control the enterprise you’re investing in

• Portfolio investment (no control)
• Stocks
• Bonds: i.e. loans to firms

• Sovereign debt (government bonds)
• Why is it particularly risky to loan your money to a government?
• Why is it safe to loan to the US government?

• Note: If you have a deposit in a bank, this is essentially a “loan” to 
that bank.  
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Quick Question

• If there is no international flow of capital and a country has high 
savings rate and low rate of investment, what are real interest rates 
like in that country?
A. High
B. Medium
C. Low
D. There is no borrowing and no lending
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The “Gains from Trade” in international finance

• Savers (e.g. people with pension plans) in countries with high 
savings rates can earn higher interest.

• Borrowers (e.g. firms borrowing to buy new equipment) can get 
loans at good rates, even in countries with low savings rates

• The same logic of “locally scarce” and “locally abundant” factors 
applies.  
• Good for Chinese and Indian savers, bad for American savers
• Good for American borrowers (businesses and people in debt) 

and bad for borrowers in China and India.  
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 Y = C + T + S                                                                     eq. 1
 Y + M = C + G + I + X                                                      eq. 2
 X - M = Y - (C + I + G)                                                     eq. 3 
 X - M = (C + T + S) - (C + I + G) = (S - I) + (T - G)       eq. 4

International Accounting Identities

X = Exports                                                  M = Imports
Y = National Income             C = Domestic consumption                                                                           
S = Savings                                                    I = Investment 
T = Taxes                                                       G = Government consumption  
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Current Account Balance

• X-M
• Exports - Imports

• Y - (C + I + G)
• Total income - private consumption, investment, and 

government spending
• A current account surplus is when exports are greater than imports

• A current account deficit is the reverse

• Note: The government’s surplus/deficit is T - G 
• (taxes - government spending)
• This is different 
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Current Account Balances
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US Current Account Balance



What to do about a current account deficit?

•If you have a fiat currency, one tempting solution is: 
•Change the exchange rate 

•Create inflation (print money) to deflate the value of your 
currency.

• Your exports become cheaper in other countries
•They buy more

• Imports into your country from abroad become more expensive
•Your citizens buy less of them
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What to do about a current account deficit?

• Change the exhange rate 
•Create inflation (print money) to deflate the value of your 

currency.
• Your exports become cheaper in other countries

•They buy more
• Imports into your country from abroad become more expensive

•Your citizens buy less of them

Depreciation of the Dollar 
(relative to the Yuan)

Exchange 
Rate

Appliance 
in ¥

Appliance 
in $

Jan. 1, 2007 1¥ = $0.128 ¥7,000 $897Jan. 1, 2007

$1 = 7.788¥

¥7,000 $897

May 8, 2011 1¥ = $0.154 ¥7,000 $1078May 8, 2011

$1 = 6.493¥

¥7,000 $1078



What to do about a current account deficit?

• Change the exhange rate 
•Create inflation (print money) to deflate the value of your 

currency.
• Your exports become cheaper in other countries

•They buy more
• Imports into your country from abroad become more expensive

•Your citizens buy less of them
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Appreciation of the Yuan 
(relative to the Dollar)

Exchange 
Rate

Machine 
tool in $

Machine 
tool in ¥

Jan. 1, 2007 1¥ = $0.128 $25,000 ¥194,700Jan. 1, 2007

$1 = 7.788¥

$25,000 ¥194,700

April 30, 
2010

1¥ = $0.154 $25,000 ¥162,325April 30, 
2010

$1 = 6.493¥

$25,000 ¥162,325



Clicker Question

• If the US allows the dollar to depreciate in value, what are the 
effects?
A. Our exports become cheaper and  more competitive abroad
B. Our exports become more expensive and less competitive 

abroad
C. Imported goods become more expensive
D. Imported goods become less expensive
E. Both A and C
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Clicker Question

• If the US allows the dollar to depreciate in value, what are the 
effects?
A. This is bad for retirees on fixed incomes, because their dollars 

buy less.
B. This is good for people with a lot of debt (like a mortgage).
C. This is bad for people with a lot of debt (like a mortgage). 
D. Both A and B
E. Both A and C 
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How can we eliminate a current account deficit if 
our exchange rate is fixed?

•Not everyone has a floating currency, some are pegged
•And Eurozone countries don’t control their own currency 

•X-M = (S-I) + (T-G)
• Exports - Imports = (Savings - Investment) + (Taxes - Government Consumption)

•To fix a current account deficit, we can either:
• Boost savings 
• Reduce investment
• Raise taxes
• Reduce government spending
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How can we eliminate a current account deficit if 
our exchange rate is fixed?

• X-M = (S-I) + (T-G)
• Exports - Imports = (Savings - Investment) + (Taxes - Government Consumption)

•To fix a current account deficit, we can either:
• Boost savings (less spending)
• Reduce investment (less capital per worker, lower productivity)
• Raise taxes (disincentive for work, also less spending)
• Reduce government spending (less spending)

•All of these things reduce growth
•Eurozone countries will suffer to fix current account deficits
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Checking understanding: The current account
•Which of the following improve a country’s current account balance 

(i.e. reduce a current account deficit)?
A. Increasing government spending
B. Increasing investment 
C. Increasing household savings
D. A and B
E. B and C
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Borrowing Abroad: The Temporary Fix
• Balance of Payments = (X-M) - net foreign assets

• Exports - Imports = (Savings - Investment) + (Taxes - Government Consumption)

•If you have a current account deficit:
•You can borrow money from abroad to cover it
•Sell off assets to foreigners

•If you have a current account surplus:
•Loan money to other countries
•Use the surplus to buy assets (e.g. real estate, companies) in other 

countries.

•This only works for so long. As the debt grows, will or can the 
borrowing country repay?  
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Over-borrowing and Debt Crises
• Step 1: The debt is growing, questions arise about the country’s 

willingness or ability to pay it all back.
•Step 2: Cautious investors pull back or demand higher interest to 

cover the higher risk.
•Step 3: Higher interest payments make the current account deficit 

worse, debt rises more.
•Step 4: More investors pull back, interest rates rise more, debt gets 

bigger, and so on...

•When you can’t borrow enough to cover your current account 
deficit, we call this a “balance of payments” crisis.
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Checking Understanding

•  How long can a country keep borrowing to cover a current 
account deficit?
A. Forever
B. Until debt reaches the size of GDP
C. Until lenders get scared that the country can’t afford to pay 

back its loans
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Checking Understanding

• How do currency crises start?
A. As lenders get scared, interest rates fall, causing the country to 

borrow more
B. As lenders get scared, interest rates rise, making the existing 

debt even harder to pay back
C. Currency crises usually start with a default by the government
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